GABA A receptor-mediated inhibitory systems in the neocortex is required for the generation of higher freTo examine the properties of the synaptic inputs arriving in the UP state, we moved the membrane potenquencies in network-driven synaptic barrages. tial to different levels with either the intracellular injection of direct current (current-clamp mode) or through Inhibitory Synaptic Barrages Contain More Power at Higher Frequencies the application of single-electrode voltage clamp, both in vivo and in vitro ( Figure 1B) . To examine the proper-A general block of inhibition results in large changes in network behavior, eventually leading to the generation ties of incoming synaptic currents, we typically included 50 mM QX-314 and 2 M CsAc in our sharp intraof epileptiform activity. To isolate the properties of excitatory or inhibitory synaptic inputs without affecting cellular pipettes to reduce Na + , K + , and other intrinsic currents. The results obtained either in anesthetized network activity, we controlled the membrane potential of the recorded cell through the intracellular injection ferrets or in slices in vitro were similar (except where stated). We have previously reported that the synaptic of current (either in current or voltage clamp) such that the UP state occurred either at the reversal potential of activity arriving in cortical pyramidal cells during the UP Figure 2D ). At this peak, there was 14.5 ± 9 times as much power in the IPSPs as tic barrages will not be purely excitatory or inhibitory (due to incomplete voltage or space clamp, for examEPSPs, while at 2 Hz the ratio was 5.2 ± 1.8, and at 200 Hz it dropped to 2.9 ± 1.5. ple), at these membrane potentials they will be dominated by one or the other (Shu et al., 2003b Figures 7C and 7D) .
In vivo ( Figures 7B, 7E , and 7F), inhibition-dominated inhibition-dominated events was higher than that for excitation (see Supplemental Data). barrages were again significantly more synchronized than excitation-dominated barrages (n = 5 pairs), although the cross-correlations for both EPSP-and Impact of Synchronized Inhibition on Action Potential Generation IPSP-dominated membrane potential traces were lower in vivo than in vitro. Presumably, this lower correlation
We have seen that inhibitory synaptic barrages received by a neuron during the UP state have more in vivo results at least in part from the greater average distance between the pairs of recorded cells, since the power at frequencies between 2 and 200 Hz and are more synchronized than excitatory synaptic barrages. amplitude of correlation decreases with distance (see below and Supplemental Data). Again, cross-correlaWhat are the functional consequences of this difference for action potential timing? To investigate this istions between randomly selected UP states in the neuron pairs (shuffled correlogram) failed to show these sue, we used a dynamic-clamp system to inject repeating patterns of excitatory and inhibitory conductances large correlations (Figures 7E and 7F) .
Examination of the cross-correlations for IPSPs reinto pyramidal neurons (n = 6). The amplitude and temporal characteristics of the conductance noise were vealed a half-width at half-height of the central peak of 22 ± 4 ms in vitro and 15 ± 7 ms in vivo, while the crossderived from the amplitude and temporal characteris- The addition of noise in the inhibitory conductance each repetition, a given feature of the inhibitory conductance noise would coincide with a different feature increased the average peak correlation of the output PSTH with the input excitatory conductance, from 0.27 ± of the excitatory conductance noise. Under these conditions, the cell exhibited transient depolarizations in 0.04 to 0.40 ± 0.04 (p < 0.05; n = 6 cells) and increased the number of spikes generated during a presentation response to either increases in the excitatory noise, decreases in the inhibitory noise, or both (Figure 8Ac) . of the excitatory noise (see Figure 8Ab ; increase of 222% ± 58%; n = 6 cells). Controlling for the increase The recording was divided into periods where inhibitory variance was either present or not, and spike periin number of spikes (by resampling the data to contain the same number of action potentials) revealed that the stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) were constructed, synchronized either on the start of the excitatory or inpeak correlation in the presence of inhibitory noise remained significantly enhanced, although this effect was hibitory frozen noise from periods with and without inhibitory variance. The relationship between PSTH and much reduced (0.26 ± 0.03 without noise, 0.31 ± 0.04 with noise; n = 6 cells; p < 0.05). This result indicates input conductance could then be quantified, allowing us to calculate how strongly the spike output was modthat introduction of variance in the inhibitory conductance increased the correlation between the excitatory ulated by the driving inhibitory and excitatory conduc- ., 2003b) . During spontaneous activity generation the inhibitory system exhibit more power at frequencies from 2 to 100 Hz than did the recurrent excitatory netof the UP state, this balance of excitation and inhibition interacts with intrinsic inward and outward currents to work, but also that these IPSPs were more synchronized in neighboring (within 1 mm) pyramidal cells. These generate a semistable membrane potential that is near firing threshold (e.g., −60 to −55 mV). Superimposed upon synchronized IPSPs were often large in amplitude (>5 mV at 10 to −10 mV) and occurred in every recorded this maintained depolarization are membrane potential fluctuations generated by variations in synaptic barpair (n = 6 in vitro and n = 5 in vivo). Although it is possible that a portion of the high correlation between rages. Our results show, after taking into account the differences in driving force on EPSPs and IPSPs at inhibition arriving in nearby pyramidal cells results from a divergent axon from the same presynaptic inhibitory these membrane potentials, that these higher-frequency fluctuations are dominated (by a factor of 1.5-cell, this is unlikely to be the main factor. First, a high correlation was found between the inhibition-domi-7) by the inhibitory system at frequencies between approximately 2 and 100 Hz. These two findings place the nated PSPs in all eleven pairs of excitatory cells, even though these cells were up to 1.2 mm apart and may inhibitory networks in a position central to controlling not only the amplitude, extent, and duration of activahave been in different cortical layers. Second, the amplitudes of the IPSP-like events were often larger than tion of recurrent excitatory cortical networks, but also the precise timing of action potentials and thus, net- transfer function, a cell was placed at its resting potential; a coninject current so that the membrane potential of the UP state is at ductance with reversal potential of 0 mV and a time constant of 5 the target potential (see Figure 2A) , while in voltage-clamp recordms, and whose standard deviation was half its mean, was injected ings, the holding potential is the target potential (see Figure 1B) . into the cell. The standard deviation (and, concurrently, the ampliAlthough these recordings will not perfectly separate excitatory tude) of the conductance was adjusted to give a 10 mV peak-toand inhibitory components of the UP state, they will result in large peak membrane potential deviation, and the holding current was differences in the contributions of excitation and inhibition to the adjusted to keep the cell just below spike threshold. Transfer funcmeasured voltage or current fluctuations. These differences are the tion from the injected conductance to the recorded membrane posubject of this study. tential fluctuations was then calculated. For measurement of suIn all experimental conditions, intracellular recordings were acprathreshold transfer function, the cell was then depolarized to give cepted if they showed a stable membrane potential below −55 mV a mean spike rate of 5 Hz, and the transfer between the injected at rest and an input resistance larger than 20 M⍀. In both sharp conductance and the spike times was calculated. For mimicking electrode and whole-cell patch-clamp recordings, only data colnatural recurrent activity, two dynamic-clamp systems were used lected from RS and FS neurons were included for analysis. The in parallel: one generated a conductance with a reversal potential recorded signals were acquired, digitized, and analyzed with of 0 mV (mimicking excitation), and the other generated a conducSpike2 system and software (CED, Cambridge, UK). 
